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Finite Contractions of Graphs with Polynomial Growth
ANDRA´S LUKA´CS AND NORBERT SEIFTER
Let X be a locally finite, vertex-transitive, infinite graph with polynomial growth. Then there exists
a quotient group of Aut(X) which contains a finitely generated nilpotent subgroup N which has the
same growth rate as X . We show that X contains a subgraph which is finitely contractible onto the
h-dimensional lattice, where h is the Hirsch number of N .
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
By X (V, E) we denote a graph with a vertex-set V (X) and an edge-set E(X). Graphs
considered in this paper are undirected, simple and locally finite, i.e., each vertex of X has
finite degree. By Aut(X) we denote the automorphism group of X . If Aut(X) acts transitively
on V (X), then we say that X is vertex-transitive, or more briefly, transitive.
Let G be a group and let H ⊆ G. The Cayley graph 0(G, H) is defined on V (0(G, H)) =
G and the edges are given by E(0(G, H)) = {(g, gh)|g ∈ G, 1 6= h ∈ H}. 0(G, H) is
connected iff H generates G. The group G itself acts transitively on 0 by left multiplication.
Let v ∈ V (X) and let n be a positive integer. By B(v, n) = {w ∈ V (X)|d(v,w) ≤ n} we
denote the ball of radius n with center x , where the distance d(v,w) is defined by the shortest
paths in X . For transitive graphs the cardinality of B(v, n) does not depend on a particular
vertex v, therefore we set fX (n) = |B(v, n)|. A connected, transitive graph X has polynomial
growth if fX (n) ≤ cnd for all positive integers n, where c and d are fixed positive numbers. In
addition, it follows from the results of Bass [2], Gromov [4] and Trofimov [14] that for each
infinite graph X with polynomial growth there exists a positive integer d and real constants
c1, c2, such that c1nd ≤ fX (n) ≤ c2nd holds for every n. We call this well-defined integer d
the growth degree of X .
By Ld we denote the d-dimensional lattice, i.e., the Cayley graph of the free abelian group
Zd with respect to its free generators. Clearly these graphs have polynomial growth of degree
d .
In [13], Thomassen proved the following nice result about contractions of infinite graphs:
every infinite, locally finite, connected, nonplanar, transitive, one-ended graph is contractible
onto the infinite complete graph.
Since vertex-transitive graphs with polynomial growth of growth degree d ≥ 2, with the ex-
ception of the 11 normal plane tilings, always satisfy the assumptions of Thomassen’s result,
it seems at first glance that via contractions no structural information about graphs with poly-
nomial growth can be obtained. But Thomassen’s proof depends heavily on the contraction
of infinite paths. Hence it is a related question to ask if it is possible to obtain structural in-
formation about graphs with polynomial growth if we restrict ourselves to finite contractions.
(These are contractions in which only finite subgraphs are involved.)
Of course it is not immediately clear in which direction such investigations should be car-
ried out. The approach we have chosen here is the following: intuitively, every transitive graph
with polynomial growth contains large subgraphs which are quite similar to lattices. In par-
ticular, this holds if the growth degree is small. Also, it is intuitively clear that this ‘lattice-
similarity’ somehow depends on properties of the automorphism groups of the graphs under
consideration. Finally, it turned out that there are close connections between the Hirsch num-
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ber of quotient groups of the automorphism groups of graphs with polynomial growth and
their ‘lattice-similarity’.
Our result is also a further contribution to the investigation of relationships between the
structure of automorphism groups and the structure of graphs with polynomial growth. Among
the numerous papers written on this relationship we refer the interested reader to [6], [7] or [8].
The crucial result for all investigations concerning this relationship was proven by Trofimov
who extended Gromov’s deep result [4] about groups to graphs with polynomial growth (see
Theorem 1.1 below).
If a group G ≤ Aut(X) acts transitively on X , then an imprimitivity system τ of G on
X is a partition of V (X) into subsets called blocks, such that every element of G induces a
permutation of the blocks of τ . The vertex-set of the quotient graph Xτ is the set of blocks,
and two vertices of Xτ are adjacent iff there are adjacencies between some vertices of the
corresponding blocks in X .
THEOREM 1.1 (TROFIMOV [14]). Let X be a connected locally finite transitive graph
with polynomial growth. Then there exists an imprimitivity system τ of Aut(X) on X with
finite blocks such that Aut(Xτ ) is a finitely generated almost nilpotent group (this means that
Aut(Xτ ) contains a finitely generated nilpotent subgroup N of finite index) and the stabilizer
of a vertex of Xτ in Aut(Xτ ) is finite.
A well-known invariant of a polycyclic group G is the so-called Hirsch number, denoted
by h(G). This is the number of infinite cyclic factors in a series with cyclic or finite factors.
In the case of an abelian group G, h(G) = ρ(G), where ρ(G) is the torsion-free rank of G.
Now let G = K0(G) F K1(G) F · · · F Kn(G) = {1} denote a lower central series of a finitely
generated nilpotent group G. Then the Hirsch number of G is
h(G) =
n∑
i=1
ρ(Ki−1(G)/Ki (G)).
Using the formula proven by Bass [2], the degree of the polynomial growth of G is
d(G) =
n∑
i=1
iρ(Ki−1(G)/Ki (G)).
If G is torsion free, then n ≤ h(G) ≤ d(G) ≤ n × h(G) and so√
d(G) ≤ h(G) ≤ d(G),
and both inequalities are sharp.
We obtain a contraction H of a graph X by selecting pairwise disjoint connected subgraphs
X i , which are the vertices of H , and (X i , X j ) is an edge of H iff some vertices of X i and X j
are adjacent in X . H is a finite contraction of X if |X i | is finite for all X i . This last requirement
can be equivalently replaced by diam(X i ) ≤ ∞.
Lattices quite naturally arise in graphs of polynomial growth as orbits of abelian subgroups
of their automorphism groups. Usually nothing is known about the ranks of those abelian
subgroups. In this paper we give a lower bound for the ‘lattice-structure’ of graphs with poly-
nomial growth.
By Theorem 1.1, Aut(Xτ ) contains a nilpotent subgroup N of finite index. Furthermore
(details follow below), we can assume that N is torsion free. Let h now denote the Hirsch
number of N . In this paper we show that X always contains a subgraph which is finitely
contractible onto the h-dimensional lattice Lh .
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THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a transitive, connected, locally finite graph with polynomial
growth. Let τ be an imprimitivity system with finite blocks of Aut(X) on X, such that Aut(Xτ )
is a finitely generated almost nilpotent group. Furthermore, let N be a nilpotent subgroup of
finite index of Aut(X)τ . If h = h(N ) is the Hirsch number of N , then there exists a subgraph
Y ⊆ X which is finitely contractible onto the h-dimensional lattice Lh .
REMARK. An imprimitivity system τ as required by Theorem 1.2 always exists by Theo-
rem 1.1. It is also known that the orbits of the group of bounded automorphisms of finite order
give rise to such an imprimitivity system τ (see e.g., Seifter [11]).
In the following we will frequently use Babai’s contraction lemma [1].
THEOREM 1.3 (CONTRACTION LEMMA). Let X be a connected graph and let
G ≤ Aut(X) act semiregularly on X. Then X is contractible onto a Cayley graph of G.
Finally, we define some additional concepts which we need in the following. Automor-
phisms which act without finite orbits on X are called type 2 automorphisms. A two-way
infinite path is called a 2-path. If there exists an integer j , such that a j (P) = P holds for
some type 2 automorphism a and a 2-path P , then we say that P is a-invariant. This means
that a j acts with finitely many orbits on P .
Considering lattices Ld we can assume that the vertices of Ld are all vectors with exactly d
integer entries. The trivial contraction of Ld with parameter k will be the map tk : Ld → Ld
for which tk(v) =
(⌊
v1
k
⌋
, . . . ,
⌊
vd
k
⌋)
. Of course, tk(Ld) ∼= Ld holds.
2. CONTRACTING CAYLEY GRAPHS
First we prove our result for the case of Cayley graphs of torsion-free nilpotent groups. It is
then a simple task to deduce Theorem 1.2 from this result.
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a Cayley graph of a torsion-free, finitely generated nilpotent
group G and let h be the Hirsch number of G. Then Lh can be obtained from a subgraph
of X by finite contractions.
To prove this result we need a lemma which is a consequence of a theorem by Halin [5,
Theorem 7]. For the sake of completeness we give a proof.
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a connected, locally finite, infinite graph and let the group G act
transitively on X. If a ∈ G is an automorphism of infinite order which is central in G, then
there exists an a-invariant 2-path P ⊆ X.
PROOF. Let a satisfy the assumption of our lemma and assume that a is not of type 2. Then
there exists a finite orbit of a on X which means that for some p ≥ 1, a p fixes at least one
vertex. However, then a p is the unit element since it is also central in G, which contradicts
the assumption that a has infinite order.
We now choose j ∈ Z and w ∈ V (X) such that d(w, a j (w)) > 0 is minimal among
all d(v, ai (v)), v ∈ V (X), i ∈ Z. Let P0 denote the shortest path between v and a j (v).
Then P = ⋃i∈Z a j i (P0) cannot contain a cycle since this would contradict the fact that
d(w, a j (w)) is minimal. Therefore P is a 2-path which is left invariant by a. 2
REMARK. In [10, Theorem 2.3] it was shown that every automorphism of infinite order of
a transitive connected graph with polynomial growth is of type 2. Hence for those graphs it is
even possible to show that every automorphism of infinite order leaves a 2-path invariant.
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We now have all the preliminaries to prove our main results.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. We will prove a somewhat stronger statement than is stated in
Theorem 2.1. We show that under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 there exists a subgraph
Y ⊆ X such that Lh(G) can be obtained from Y by a finite contraction c. Moreover, we
can choose the contraction c such that for any arbitrarily large integer t ≥ 0 and for each
v ∈ V (Lh(G)), the preimage c−1(v) ⊂ Y contains a ball of radius t .
We proceed by induction on the Hirsch number h(G) of G. Let h(G) = 1. Then G ∼= Z
and by Lemma 2.2 we obtain a 2-path in X , which is a one-dimensional lattice.
Let h(G) > 1. Since G is nilpotent it has a nontrivial center Z(G). Let 1 6= a ∈ Z(G). Fur-
thermore, we assume that X is a Cayley graph of G which is defined by right multiplication.
Then a acts on X by left multiplication. The orbits of this automorphism on V (X) form an
imprimitivity system of G on X . By Xa we denote the corresponding quotient graph and by
Ga the quotient group G/〈a〉. By φa we denote the graph homomorphism φa : X → Xa as
well as the group homomorphism φa : G → Ga .
By Lemma 2.2 we can find a finite set of vertices A1, . . . , AJ , J ≥ 1, in Xa such that the
preimages of these vertices in X contain 2-paths which are a-invariant. Let C0 = max1≤k≤J
d(A1, Ak) denote the radius of a finite ball B(A1,C0) ⊆ V (Xa) which contains all Ak ,
1 ≤ k ≤ J .
Since Xa is a Cayley graph of Ga and h(Ga) = h(G) − 1, by the induction hypothesis,
there exists a subgraph Ya ⊆ Xa such that Lh(G)−1 is a finite contraction of Ya (let c :
Ya → Lh(G)−1 denote this finite contraction), and for each v ∈ V (Lh(G)−1), the preimage
c−1(v) ⊂ Y contains a ball of radius C = max{C0, t}. For every v ∈ V (Lh(G)−1), denote
by Ov ∈ Ya the center of a fixed ball B(Ov,C) ⊂ c−1(v) which contains vertices whose
preimages in X contain an a-invariant 2-path.
In the following we first show that there is a connected subgraph Y ⊆ X which is finitely
contractible onto Lh(G)−1.
For every v ∈ V (Lh(G)−1), denote by Tv a fixed BFS spanning tree of the preimage
c−1(v) ⊂ Ya with root Ov . Thus, Tv contains a unique shortest path (with respect to the graph
metric of Ya) between Ov and each vertex of the preimage c−1(v). In Ya two preimages, say
c−1(v) and c−1(w), are connected if (v,w) ∈ E(Lh(G)−1). In this case we say that Ov and
Ow are neighbors. Now fix the shortest path Pvw in the subgraph Tv ∪ Tw ∪ c−1((v,w)) ⊆ Ya
between each pair of neighbors Ov and Ow.
Y is defined recursively. We start with an arbitrary preimage Cv0 ∈ φ−1a (Ov0) (⊆ X ) of
an arbitrary center Ov0 ∈ Ya . Denote by H0 the subgraph of X spanned by Cv0 . The general
step is the following: denote by H (i) ⊆ X the subgraph we have already constructed and by
H (i)a = φa(H (i)) its image in Xa (in fact in Ya). Let H (i)B = {v ∈ V (Lh(G)−1)|Ov ∈ V (H (i)a )}.
Let H (i+) be a graph which is the union of H (i) and the lifting of the paths {Pvw|v ∈ H (i)B ,
w ∈ V (Lh(G)−1)\H (i)B }, where the lifting of each Pvw is a path and its starting vertex is
a previously fixed preimage Cv ∈ φ−1a (Ov). Now let H (i+1)B = {v ∈ V (Lh(G)−1)|Ov ∈
V (H (i+))}. Then for every w ∈ H (i+1)B \H (i)B , the center Ow has at most h(G)− 1 preimages
in H (i+). Denote by Cw one arbitrary preimage of Ow. From the finiteness of the contrac-
tion c we have finite paths Pvw and finite distances between two vertices Ov1 , Ov2 having a
common fixed neighbor Ow. Since H (i+) is connected, there exists an upper bound K (i) for
the distance between the different images of the liftings of any w ∈ H (i+1)B \H (i)B in X . The
images obtained by the lifting of Ow can be mapped onto each other by a proper power of
a. Since |V (B(Cw, K (i)))| is finite, only finitely many powers of a can map a vertex from
B(Cw, K (i)) onto a vertex of B(Cw, K (i)). Thus there exists an upper bound S(i) for the
absolute value of the powers of a which map the liftings of Ow onto each other. Now consider
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the a-orbits A1, . . . , AJ , the union of which gives rise to an a-invariant 2-path as defined in
Lemma 2.2. Now there exists an automorphism α ∈ Ga (Ga = G/〈a〉), which maps A1 onto
Ow. Since B(Ow,C) ⊂ c−1c(Ow) (the preimage of the contraction c which contains Ow),
then α(Ak) ∈ V (c−1c(Ow)) for every 1 ≤ k ≤ J . Recall that {Ak ∈ Xa |1 ≤ k ≤ J } = φ(P),
where P is an a-invariant path in X . Since P is a-invariant and Ow ∈ V (α(P)), the differ-
ent liftings of Ow (at most h(X) − 1 pieces) are contained in a subpath Pw of finite length
from α(P). Finally, for each w ∈ H (i+1)B \H (i)B we add Pw to obtain H (i+1). This finishes the
general step of the construction of Y .
The images a2S(i+1) j (H (i)) ⊆ X , j ∈ Z, are pairwise vertex disjoint. There is an a-
invariant 2-path Q containing a2S(i+1) j (Cv0) for every j ∈ Z and i ∈ N. The length of the sub-
path between a2S(i+1) j (Cv0) and a2S(i+1)( j+1)(Cv0) for every j ∈ Z and fixed i is the same.
Denote by αv ∈ G the automorphism, for which α(Cv0) = Cv . Then
⋃
i∈N
⋃
j∈Z a2S(i+1) j
(H (i)) ∪⋃v∈V (Lh(G)−1) αv(Q) ⊆ X can be contracted onto Lh(G) by finite contraction. 2
REMARK. For h(G) = 2, Theorem 2.1 holds by [8, Theorem 3.2], since this result states
that a graph with quadratic growth contains a subgraph homeomorphic to L2 on which a group
isomorphic to Z2 acts with finitely many orbits.
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
PROOF THEOREM 1.2. We remark that the following arguments are quite similar to those
in the proof of Proposition 1 in [12]. Nevertheless, to make this paper self-contained, we also
present here the end of the proof of our result in every detail.
Let X satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. Then there exists an imprimitivity system
τ with finite blocks such that Aut(Xτ ) is a finitely generated almost nilpotent group. Let
N ≤ Aut(Xτ ) be a finitely generated nilpotent subgroup of finite index in Aut(Xτ ). Denote
by N0 the set of elements of finite order in N . Since N is finitely generated and nilpotent, N0
is a finite normal subgroup of N (see, e.g., [9, p. 13]). Also, the elements of N0 give rise to
bounded automorphisms of Xτ . (An automorphism g ∈ Aut(Xτ ) is bounded if there exists
an integer kg , depending upon g, such that d(v, g(v)) ≤ kg holds for all v ∈ V (Xτ ).) Hence,
by [3, Theorem 3], the orbits of N0 on Xτ form an imprimitivity system τ ′ of Aut(Xτ ) on
Xτ . Then Nτ ′ is a torsion-free nilpotent group of finite index in Aut((Xτ )τ ′). Hence we can
assume that N is torsion free.
Since N has finite index in Aut(Xτ ) it acts with finitely many orbits on Xτ . Thus, it follows
from Babai’s contraction lemma (Theorem 1.3) that we obtain a Cayley graph of N from Xτ
by contracting infinitely many finite trees which contain exactly one vertex of each orbit of N
on Xτ . Hence, this Cayley graph is obtained from Xτ by finite contractions. It then follows
from Theorem 2.1 that Xτ itself is finitely contractible onto an h-dimensional lattice where h
is the Hirsch number of N . Denote this contraction by c.
Let T j , j ∈ V (Xτ ), now denote the blocks of τ . If the induced subgraph 〈Tk〉 is connected
for some Tk , then all 〈T j 〉 are connected. Then, it is clear that, by contracting all 〈T j 〉, we
again obtain Xτ and our assertion follows immediately. If the blocks are not connected, then
we need some additional considerations.
Each vertex of Xτ represents a block of τ . Let S j = c−1( j), j ∈ Lh , now denote those
sets of vertices of Xτ which are contracted onto lattice points. Since each |S j | is finite, the
preimages of its vertices in X can be included in a ball B(v j , r j ) of radius r j with any center
v j ∈ τ−1(S j ) for some fixed radius r j . If we now choose k sufficiently large, we can assume
that (tk ◦ c)−1( j), j ∈ Ld , contains all blocks which intersect the ball B(v j , r j ) containing
τ−1(S j ). Since the balls are connected we obtain a subgraph of X which is finitely contractible
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onto Lh if Xτ is finitely contractible onto Lh . 2
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